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The Renaissance of Taste in Tonic
Top Note Tonics Revive European Flavor Profile 

Milwaukee, Wis. (June 2016) – What originally began as a homebrew quest to develop an herbal beer, instead led 
to the birth of Top Note Tonics. Mary Pellettieri, a chemist, botanist and craft beer veteran, was experimenting 
with botanicals when she produced an herbal concentrate that intrigued her. It was a flavor profile that paired 
bitter, sour and sweet and was reminiscent of the herbal tonics that were used as curative drinks in Europe in the 
early 1800s. 

Over the course of several years, Pellettieri and her partner, Noah Swanson, refined her original recipe and 
in 2014 debuted Top Note Tonics – a classic line of complex herbal concentrates that create an amaro soda or 
sophisticated hard drink when mixed with spirits and seltzer water. 

“Our tonic concentrates harken back to a time when the individual elements of a drink were hand-assembled 
and each component was thoughtfully added to create a unique beverage or cocktail experience,” says 
Pellettieri. “There’s a certain elegance to slowly preparing, sharing and savoring an herbal drink that’s purposely 
built with refreshing flavors and not overpowered by sweet. Top Note Tonics are simple to use and provide flavor 
complexity without extra steps.” 

Currently hand-batched and bottled, Top Note Tonics are available in five concentrates – Bitter Orange, Bitter 
Lemon, Gentian Lime, Indian Tonic and Ginger Beer. Each concentrate is made from carefully sourced whole 
roots, barks, fruits, herbs, spices and real cane sugar. No artificial colors or preservatives are used and all 
varieties are gluten free, made with non-GMO ingredients and contain half the sugar of standard mixers.

Top Note Tonics are available in 10 and 25 oz. bottles. They retail for approximately $10 and $22 and can be 
purchased online at topnotetonic.com, Amazon or at select grocery and spirit stores. Top Note Tonics are also 
used by certain craft cocktail bars and lounges.
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Top Note Bitter Orange – The inspiration for this concentrate came from the desire to create a lighter, more 
herbal version of an amaro (bitter) soda. Bitter Orange is the most complex Top Note Tonic concentrate with 
13 botanical herbs and several types of sugar. Vanilla extract delivers an essence of sweet while molasses adds 
depth, color and caramel notes. Bitter Orange pairs well with brown spirits, such as rye and rum, since it brings 
out their natural oak flavor. It also mixes well with sparkling wine, dry white wine and rosé wine. To create an 
Italian amaro soda, add orange juice and seltzer. 

Top Note Bitter Lemon – The Bitter Lemon concentrate is a drier, more mature version of limonata, a classic 
Italian soda. Cinchona bark and gentian provide a natural bitterness while tartness comes from organic lemon 
juice. Wintergreen and allspice add freshness. As a mixer, Bitter Lemon takes on the fruitiness of vermouth, 
wines and fruit-based liquors. It also goes well with neutral spirits, like vodka and gin. Mixed with seltzer, a slice 
of lemon and spring of mint, it creates a refreshing limonata.

Top Note Gentian Lime – Gentian Lime is the only Top Note Tonic concentrate that contains no quinine. 
Instead, it relies on French gentian root for bittering, features subtle flavors of lime and ginger and incorporates 
juniper for spiciness. It’s an extremely versatile concentrate that pairs well with clear spirits, malty or earthy 
flavored spirits, botanical gins and fruity or estery liqueurs. It goes well with gin and elderflower liqueur and 
creates an especially refreshing Tequila & Tonic. 

Top Note Indian Tonic – Inspired by the European versions of Indian Tonic, the Old World recipe was refined 
with grapefruit peel and three types of botanical bitters. Cinchona bark provides a natural source of quinine and 
Kaffir lime leaves and lemongrass add exotic spice. It’s best paired with a traditional dry or botanical-forward gin 
and is the classic tonic for a G&T.

Top Note Ginger Beer – The Ginger Beer concentrate has a restrained sweetness and fresh ginger aroma and 
flavor. Ingredients include Belgian sugar, made from non-GMO beets, dried dates and fresh whole ginger root. 
It makes a great Moscow Mule or Rum Stormy.

# # # 

Founded in 2014 and based in Milwaukee, Wis., Top Note Tonics is an all-natural line of herbal tonic 
concentrates that cocktail enthusiasts can use to craft custom “hard” drinks or amari soft beverages. The Top 
Note Tonic line includes five concentrates – Bitter Orange, Bitter Lemon, Gentian Lime, Indian Tonic and 
Ginger Beer. When added to seltzer water or club soda, the concentrates deliver a complex tasting drink. The 
Top Note Tonic name comes from the field of sensory science since top notes are the ephemeral aromas found 
in wine, beer and spirits that produce a multi-sensory experience. For more information, visit topnotetonic.com. 


